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INVARIANTS OF LOCALLY CONFORMALLY FLAT MANIFOLDS

THOMAS BRANSON, PETER GILKEY, AND JUHA POHJANPELTO

Abstract. Let Af be a locally conformally flat manifold with metric g.

Choose a local coordinate system on M so g = e2hx dx o dx where dx o dx

is the Euclidean standard metric. A polynomial P in the derivatives of h

with coefficients depending smoothly on h is a local invariant for locally con-

formally flat structures if the expression P(hx) is independent of the choice
of X. Form valued local invariants are defined similarly. In this paper, we

study the properties of the associated de Rham complex. We show that any

invariant form can be obtained from the previously studied local invariants of

Riemannian structures by restriction. We show the cohomology of the de Rham

complex of local invariants is trivial. We also obtain the following character-

ization of the Euler class. Suppose that for an invariant polynomial P, the

integral fT„P\dvg\ vanishes for any locally conformally flat metric g on the

torus Tm . Then up to the divergence of an invariantly defined one form, the

polynomial P is a constant multiple of the Euler integrand.

0. Introduction

In the 1970s, I. M. Singer posed the following question. Let P(g) be an

invariant of Riemannian metrics g in m dimensions which depends poly-
nomial^ on the derivatives of the components of g in any local coordinate
system. Suppose that on any compact m dimensional Riemannian manifold
M without boundary the integral

(0.1) / P(g)\dvg\
JM

is independent of the particular metric g chosen. Here \dvg\ is the smooth

Riemannian measure associated to g; no orientability is assumed. Then does
there exist a universal constant c which is independent of (M, g) so that

(0.2) / P(g)\dvg\ = cX(M)l
Jm

This question was answered in the affirmative by E. Miller [12]. Gilkey [7]

proved a local version of this result; if the conditions of Singer's question hold,
then

(0.3) P = cEm + SQ,
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where Em is the Euler integrand, Q is a one form valued invariant depending

polynomially on the jets of the metric, and 5 is the formal adjoint of the
exterior derivative d. By Stokes' theorem and by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem,
this local version implies the global (integrated) version. In [7], this result was

extended from the class of polynomial invariants to the class of invariants with

smooth dependence on jets of the metric up to a finite order. Note that if m

is odd, these results mean that P is an exact divergence so that

(0.4) / P(g)\dvg\ = 0.
Jm

In this paper, we pose and answer a conformal analogue of Singer's question.

Let o by symmetrized tensor product. If X is a system of local coordinates,

let fl*x o dx be the standard Euclidean metric. We say that (M, g) is locally

conformally flat if, for every point P of AT, there exists a system of local
coordinates X defined near P and a smooth conformal factor hx so that

(0.5) g = e2hx dx o dx   near P.

For example, any metric of constant sectional curvature is locally conformally

flat. Since M is always locally conformally flat if m < 2, we shall assume
m > 3 in what follows. If (AT, g) is locally conformally flat, then the Pontrja-

gin forms vanish identically (see Avez [2]). Consequently, not every manifold

admits a locally conformally flat metric; for example complex projective space
CP" for « > 2 admits no locally conformally flat metric.

Let P(h) be a polynomial in the derivatives of h with coefficients depending

smoothly on h . If g is locally conformally flat, we can choose a local coordinate

system X so that

(0.6) g = e2hx dx o dx.

Of course, there are many such coordinate systems; we say that P is invariant

if P(g) := P(hx) is independent of the choice of X and depends only on

the locally conformally flat metric g. Let 3°mto be the space of such scalar
invariants; we define the space of n form valued polynomial invariants 3°m t n

similarly.
These are not invariants of the conformally flat structure; they are polyno-

mials which are invariant under a suitable subgroup of the group of diffeomor-
phisms. A priori, it is not obvious that these invariants are the restriction of
Riemannian invariants to this setting. Fortunately, it turns out that this is the
case. Let p,,^...,,, be the components of the symmetrized covariant derivatives
of the Ricci tensor. Let Smt „ be the space of n form valued polynomial invari-
ants in these variables. We contract indices in pairs to form scalar invariants;
for example, the scalar curvature t = p„ is such an invariant. Form valued

invariants are constructed similarly.
We introduce a grading based on counting the number of derivatives which

appear; p is homogeneous of degree 2 and each covariant derivative adds one
to the degree. Let i^m,„,p and @m,n,P be the subspace of invariants which are

homogeneous of degree p in the jets of the metric. If P is an n form valued
invariant polynomial, then P is homogeneous of degree p if and only if, for
any positive constant c and for any locally conformally flat metric g,

(0.7) P(c2g) = C-PP(g).
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This permits us to decompose

-'m.n — \^y^m,n,p     and.    Szm,n = v>y^m,n,p.

P P

Theorem 0.1. (a) The forgetful functor is an isomorphism from  (@m,n,p   to

^'m,n,p •

(b) If n-p is odd or if 2p < n, then &m,n,p — {0}.

Remark. Since the Pontrjagin forms belong to 3^m „, „ , (b) gives another proof

that the Pontrjagin forms vanish on locally conformally flat metrics. We also
note that Robin Graham has proved that, on any Riemannian manifold, one

can locally conformally change the metric to one in which all the symmetrized
covariant derivatives of the Ricci tensor vanish; this is discussed by Lee and
Parker [11].

Exterior differentiation d and its dual, interior differentiation 5, provide

maps

(0.9) d:3sm,„,p-+3Bm,n+x,p+i   and   6 : @m,n,v -*^>m,n-i,p+i-

Let X = (xx, ... , xm) be the standard periodic parameters on the torus Tm ,

and let % be the set of all metrics on Tm giving the standard conformal

structure; g e W if and only if

(0.10) g = e2hdxodx.

Singer's conjecture is concerned with Riemannian invariants. It has an exten-
sion to the locally conformally flat category. In the following theorem, we will

only need to require that (0.1) vanishes for g e ^ to conclude that (0.2) holds

for any locally conformally flat metric.

Theorem 0.2. Let P € ^m,o for 3 < m. Assume that

f   P(g)\dvg\ = 0   VgeW.
Jjm

Then there exists a constant c and a l-form Q e ^m,i so that

P = cEm+ SQ.

Consequently the following equation holds universally for any locally conformally

flat metric g on any compact m dimensional manifold M:

f P(g)\dvg\ = cX(M).
Jm

There is a corresponding result for form valued invariants.

Theorem 0.3. Let P e «^m,„ for 1 < n < m and 3 < m. If n < m, assume

that dP = 0. If n = m, assume that

f  P(g)\dvg\ = 0  VgeW.

Then there exists Q e 3J>m^„-X such that P = dQ.

Remark. In Theorems 0.2 and 0.3, the algebra of polynomial invariants may be
replaced by the algebra of invariants with smooth dependence on the jets of the

metric up to a finite order.
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Gilkey's approach to the original question involved two steps. He first studied

conformal variations of the metric. This step is, of course, a logical one in our
setting and it suffices to prove Theorem 0.3. Conformal variations also reduce

the proof of Theorem 0.2 to the special case in which the invariants are homo-
geneous of degree m in the jets of the metric. Gilkey's second step involved
stabilization; this was a reduction of the dimension m carried out by consid-

ering product manifolds N x Tx endowed with their natural product metrics;

since stabilization does not preserve conformal flatness, different techniques are
required.

§1 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 0.1. In §2, we use Gilkey's techniques

of conformal variation to prove Theorem 0.3 and to reduce the proof of The-

orem 0.2 to the special case in which the invariants are homogeneous of order

m in the jets of the metric. In §3, we use techniques of Anderson [1] and Olver

[13] to further reduce the proof of Theorem 0.2 to the special case where the

invariants involve only the jets of order at most 2 in the metric. In §4, we com-

plete the proof by constructing an explicit basis for the space of second order

invariants and by studying variational formulas.
In the original problem, one assumed that the invariant was unchanged under

arbitrary variations in the metric. Here we show that the original conclusion
remains valid under the weaker condition that it is unchanged by variations
within the locally flat conformal structure.

We conclude the introduction by describing one of the problems which mo-

tivated us. We expect that our result will have applications in the extremal

problem for the functional determinant of the conformal Laplacian

(0-11) Lg:=Ag+   ™~2..xgv s        s     4(m- 1) s

on the even dimensional spheres Sm . Here g is a Riemannian metric which

is locally conformal to the standard round metric go and Ag (resp. xg) is

the Laplacian (resp. scalar curvature) of the metric g. The local conformality

condition means that g is of the form g = e2wgo for some smooth real function

a on S". We normalize the problem by assuming vol(g) = vol(go) • This

extremal problem has been solved in the case of S2 [14], S4 [4], and S6 [3];

in each case, the extremal values are attained exactly when g is the pullback of

go by an element of the (finite-dimensional) conformal transformation group

of (Sm , go)- The determinant quotient det(Lg)/ det(Lg0) is related to the local

invariant am(x, L) from the asymptotics of the heat kernel trace TrLi(e~'L)

as 11 0+ by a generalization of the Polyakov formula; we refer to [6] for a more

complete discussion.

Thus analysis of the determinant quotient hinges on more or less explicit

knowledge of the local invariant am(x, L). By [5], f am(x, L)|fl*f^| is a con-
formal invariant of compact Riemannian manifolds. On the other hand, the

higher dimensional analysis of [3] hinges on a local scalar invariant Qm which
takes the positive value (m - 1)! on (Sm, go), and for which / Qm\dug\ is a

conformal invariant. Thus, in the locally conformally flat case, the result of this
paper shows that

(0.12) am(x, L) = biEm + Sni = b2Qm + 5n2,

where the b\ are real constants and the r\i are one form valued local invariants.
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We can further rewrite things by applying a leading terms analysis as in [8]:

(0.13) Stl2 = b3A^-2^2T + Srh   and   Qm = Qm + hA^-^x,

where 8n3 and Qm have expressions as local invariants in which each term has

at most m - 4 covariant derivatives. Thus

(0.14) Am(x, L) = b2Qm + Mm-2)/2t + Sm-

Since one form valued local invariants are necessarily parallel on (Sm, go) and
since by [3] we know the zeta function of L on (Sm, go) explicitly, we know

b2 in principle. By [8], we also know bs. But the terms in (0.14) with these co-

efficients produce the two terms in Polyakov type determinant quotient formula

which are dominant in a certain precise sense having to do with inequalities of

borderline Sobolev embedding and Moser Trudinger type.

It is a pleasant task to thank the referee for helpful comments and suggestions.

1. Local invariants of locally conformally flat manifolds

We adopt the notational convention that Latin indices i, j, etc. range from

1 through m and that they index a local orthonormal frame for the tangent

bundle. Let 7?,/^/ be the curvature tensor. We adopt the Einstein convention

and sum over repeated indices. Let py := Rtkkj and x := p„ be the Ricci
tensor and scalar curvature; with our sign convention, 7?i22i = +1 on the

standard sphere in R3. Let

(1.1) J:=       l      t   and   V :=      * „(p-Jg)
2(m - 1) (m -2)

be the normalized scalar curvature and the normalized Ricci tensor. Let (5,7 be

the Kronecker symbol. Let

(1 -2) Qjki := -Rijkt + $u Vjk - &ik Vji + Sjk Vu - op Vik

be the Weyl conformal tensor. If m > 4, then Af is locally conformally flat if

and only if C = 0; if m = 3, then C vanishes identically and Af is locally
conformally flat if and only if the covariant derivative of V is completely

symmetric (i.e. the Cotton tensor

(1-3) Vij;k-Vik,j

vanishes identically). We refer to Goldberg [10] for details.
Let & be the group of all germs of diffeomorphisms \p of Rm with

(1.4) 1/(0) = 0,    d<p(0) = I,

and which are conformal; i.e. we assume that there exists a germ of a smooth

function hv so that

(1.5) \p*(dxodx) = e2h" dxodx.

This is the structure group with which we shall be dealing.
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Lemma 1.1. (a) Given £o e Rm, there exists y/ e& so that dh¥(0) = £o.

(b) Let g be a locally conformally flat metric. At any point xq e Af, we can

choose coordinates so that g = e2hx(dxodx) for hx(xo) = 0 and dhx(xo) = 0.

Proof. Let 4/(x) = x/|x|2 be inversion about the unit sphere; we see that *F is

conformal by computing:

dV = (\x\~2dx - 2|xp4(x • dx)x),

dVo d*¥ = \x\~4 dx o dx - 4\x\-6(x ■ dx) o (x • dx)

+ 4|xr8|x|2(x-fl'x)o(x-fl'x)

= |x|_4fl*Xofl*X.

If io = 0, we take y/ to be the identity. If £0 ̂  0, let xo := -2<^o|<^or2 ; then
Zo = -2x0|x0|~2 . Let

(1.7) w(x) := ^(xo)"1 {^(x + x0) - ¥(x0)};

y/(0) = 0 and fl> (0) = 7 so that ip e &. The associated conformal factor is

given by

(1.8) /zv, = iln{|x0|4|x + x0r4}

and dhv(Qi) = -2xo|xo|-2 = £0. This completes the proof of (a). If g =

eh dxodx, then

(1.9) y/*(g)=eh0^+^.

We choose y/ so that dh¥(0) + dh(0) = 0 and then rescale the resulting coor-
dinate system to complete the proof of (b).   □

Proof of Theorem 0.1. Fix xq € M. Choose a conformal system of coordinates

X centered at x0 so that

(1.10) g = e2hx (dxodx).

By Lemma 1.1, we may assume that hx(xo) = 0 and dhx(xo) = 0.

Let 0/fe ^m,n,p • Then P(g)(xo) is a polynomial in the jets of hx of

order at least 2. Let d, denote ordinary partial differentiation. The curvature

tensor at Xo takes the form

(l.ii) Rijk, = djAdkh + djkdjdth - dudjdkh - sjkdid,h.

Consequently pit := 7?,/;/ and x are given at xo by

(1.12) pa = (2 - m)didihx - 8adjdjhx   and   x = 2( 1 - m)didihx.

Let Vtj. k be the covariant derivative of the normalized Ricci tensor defined in

(1.1). By (1.12)

(1.13) Vij(g)(xo) = -didjh(xo)   and   Vu,k(g)(x0) = -djdjdkh(xo).

This shows that Vy and Vjj.k are symmetric tensors. Let V^ := Vir..is be
the complete symmetrization of the covariant derivative of V of order s -2.
Thus, for example,

fl 14} v(2) — X-(V{1)   +Vm   +VW   +VW  )
\1-1*) vijkl — 4\yijk;l + Vjkl;i + Vkli;j + ylij;k>-

We note that

(1.15) Vir..h(xo) = -dh---dish(xo) + ?,
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where the term % involves lower order jets of h evaluated at xo. Conse-

quently, we can express the jets of h in terms of these tensors; conversely these

tensors are expressible in terms of the jets of h . Thus P(g) = P(Vtj, vty , ...)

is a polynomial in these tensorial variables. As a result of (1.15), the variables

{Vy, V$, ...} are algebraically independent; there are no universal identities

other than that of complete symmetry. It now follows that the forgetful functor

from @m,n,p to &m,n,p is an isomorphism which proves Theorem 0.1(a).

We form what is called a Weyl spanning set for £fm o,p by considering all pos-

sible expressions which are homogeneous of degree n where we contract indices

in pairs; the spanning set is a basis for p < 2m. For example, {x2, pijpij, x-jj}

is a basis for £fm,o,4 • Similarly, we form a Weyl spanning set for &m,n,p by

alternating exactly n indices and contracting the remaining indices in pairs. It

now follows that Sm,n,p — {0} if n-p is odd. If / is the number of vari-

ables in such a monomial, then 21 < p since each variable has order 2. Since
the variables are completely symmetric, we can alternate at most one index per
variable and thus n < I.   D

2. Conformal changes of the metric

In this section, we will complete the proof of Theorem 0.3 and reduce the

proof of Theorem 0.2 to the special case that P e ^.o,™ • We begin by
showing:

Lemma 2.1.

(a) Let P e ^m,o for 3 < m. Assume that

f   P(g)\dvg\ = 0   Vge^.
Jjm

Then there exists Pm e.3smyotm and Q c.3sm,x so that P = Pm + SQ.

(b) Let P e 3Bm<n for 1 < n < m. If n < m, assume that dP = 0. If
n = m, assume that

f  P(g) = 0   VgeW.
JTm

Then there exists Pnc3Bm,n,n and Q 6 <^m,„_i so that P = Pn+dQ.

Proof. We first prove (a); we follow the treatment in [7]; see also [9, §2.9].
There exist invariant polynomials Pv which are homogeneous of order v in

the jets of the metric so that

p = pQ + ... + pm + . ■ • + pn,

{2A) P(c2g)\dvc2g\ = Y,cm-vPv(g)\dvg\.
v

Since each Pv satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1(a) separately, we may

assume without loss of generality that P = PV for some v ± m .

We must now prove that P = SQ. Let /€ C°°(M), let e be a real param-

eter, and let g(e, /) = e2efg be the conformally rescaled metric. We linearize

the problem. Define Q(f, g) by

(2.2) ^      {P(g(*,f))\dvglt3f)\} = Q(f, g)\dvg\.
aE e=0
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Since Q(f, g) is linear in the jets of the function /, we expand

(2.3) G(/,£) = £/;i,..i,G,W,(S),
p

where Qiv-ip is symmetric in the indices {ix, ... , ip} . Let

S(g) :=£(-l)p<2/1.../,;/,...,1,

(2.4) ' r )

R(f,g):=J2(-l)»\  J2 (-ir,/;JV-«,-ia.-»,;v-V+I U-

Then Q(/, g) = SR(f, g)+fS(g). We integrate by parts to see that if g € f,
then

(2.5) 0=|J      /   P(g(e,f))\dvg\= I  fS(g)\dvg\.
aE\s=oJT'» Jrm

Since this holds for all / e C°°(Tm), 5(g) = 0. Because any locally confor-

mally flat metric is locally isometric to g e ^ and because the invariants are
locally defined, S must vanish identically. Thus

(2.6) Q(f,g) = SR(f,g).

We now set / = 1 and use (2.1) to complete the proof of (a) by checking:

4:      {P(g(e, f))\dvg{e>f)\f=x} = (m- u)P(g)\dvg\,
(2.1) «c £=0

P(g) = (m- v)~xQ(l, g) = S{(m - u)-xR(l, g)}.

We shall omit the proof of (b) since it follows directly from the arguments

given in [9, §2.9.3] in the Riemannian case and is, in any event, very similar to

the proof of (a).   □

Proof of Theorem 0.3. We apply Lemma 2.1. Let P e ^m,n satisfy the hypoth-

esis of Theorem 0.3. By (b), there exists P„ e ^m.n.n and Q e ^m,„-i so

that P = Pn + dQ. By Theorem 0.1, P„ = 0.   □

Suppose that P e 3zm^o satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 0.2. By Lemma

2.1(a), there exist Q e 3"m, i and Pm e ^Vo.m so that

(2.8) P = Pm + SQ.

This reduces the proof of Theorem 0.2 to the special case P e 3°m,otm . If m is
odd, then P = 0 which completes the proof in this case. We therefore assume

m even henceforth.

3. Elimination of the higher order jets

This section is devoted to the proof of the following technical result which

eliminates the higher order jets from consideration.
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Lemma 3.1. Let P e 3smto>m for 3 < m. Assume that

f  P(g)\dvg\ = 0  VgeW.
Jjm

Then there exist a polynomial Q e &>m, 1, m-1 and a polynomial Px = Px (Vy) e

^m,o,m so that P = PX+SQ.

We begin the proof of Lemma 3.1 with a series of technical lemmas. We work
on the torus Tm with the flat metric for the moment. If h e C°°(Tm), let 5^'h

be the symmetric tensor given by the jets of h of order r. Let stfm,n(v) be the

vector space of all polynomials

(3.1) P(v;h):= £ /»,(«; h, S?h, ..., ^nh)dx'

\I\=n

which are n form valued and which depend polynomially on certain auxiliary

variables v and on the jets of h up to order n . We shall need these auxiliary

parameters in the proof of Lemma 3.2. We do not impose any condition of

invariance on P. Let stfmy„tP(v) be the subspace of polynomials which are
homogeneous of order p > 0 in the derivatives of h .

If P esfm,n,P(v), define

(3.2) W(P)(v ; h; t) := £ Pi(v ;h,S"h, S»2h, t^h,..., f-^h)dx1.

\l\-n

Let co(P) be the degree of W(P) in the parameter t; co(P) > 0 if and only if
P involves jets of order at least 3. We differentiate P with respect to h and

hold the variables v fixed to define

(3.3) fl,7>eJ24,n+i,p+i(77)   and   SP £ tfm,n-i,P+i(v).

We use arguments of Anderson [ 1 ] and Olver [ 13] in the proof of the following
lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let P e ^m,n,p(v) for I < P < n. If n < m, assume that

dP = 0. If n = m, assume that

[   P(v;h) = 0   V/z€C°°(rm).

Then there exists Q 6 sfm,n-i iP-X (v) so that dQ = P and

co(Q) < ma\(0, co(P) - 1).

Proof. Suppose first that n = 1. Then P is linear in the 1-jets of h so co(P) =

0. We must construct Q so that co(Q) = 0. Let

(3.4) P=1£aijk(v)djhi+x-dxk.

i,7,*

We compute that

(3.5) 0 = dP=   J2   aijk(v)djdihi+x • fl*x' A dxk.
i,j,k,l
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Let j ^ k. Since only aijk(v) gives rise to d2h'+xdxJ A dxk, aijk = 0.

Therefore P = T,ijay(v)dj{hi+x}dxJ, and

(3.6) dP = J2 (aU ~ aik)dkdjhi+x • dxk A flxA
>,L*

This shows that ay = aik = fl,. The lemma now follows for az = 1 since

(3.7) P = Ydaidjhi+x • dxJ = dl^(n(i+l)-lhM \ .

We proceed by induction on n and assume that the lemma has been proved
for forms of lower degree. We use the argument of Lemma 2.1 to choose a

polynomial Q £ s^m,n-i,P-\(v) with co(Q) minimal such that dQ = P. Let

fl = co(Q). Suppose that the lemma fails so that

(3.8) a>co(P)   and   a > 0.

Let Qa be the sum of the monomials A in Q with co(A) = a . Decompose

(3.9) dQ = dxQ + d2Q,

where dx differentiates {h, S^h] and d2 differentiates the remaining jets of

h. We expand

(3.10) dQ = dxQ + d2Q.

Expand W(Q) = taQa H-+ Q0. It is then immediate that

0(f) = W(P) = W(dQ) = dxW(Q) + td2W(Q)

= ta+xd2(Qa) + 0(ta).

This shows that d2Qa = 0. We next freeze the value of h and of S^h. In-

troduce an auxiliary variable v = (v0, £) for v0 e R and £ e Rm and define

Qa = Qa(v; v;h) by

(3.12) Qa(v;v; h) := Qa(v ; Vo, Z,, 2>2h, ...).

Then dQa — d2Qa = 0. Since eo(Qa) > 0, Qa involves derivatives of order

at least 3. These variables are not frozen so Qa is homogeneous of degree p

where 3 < p < n - 1. We may therefore apply the induction argument to find

(3 13)        R£rfm,n-2,P-\(v;v;h)   so that

dR(v;v;^h,y2h,...) = Qa(v;v;h)   and   co(R)<a-l.

We now unfreeze the coefficients and define

(3.14) R(v ; h) := R(v; h, S"h; h, 2>h, S*2h,...).

Differentiating 7? with respect to h or S?h does not change the weight co since

the derivatives of these variables can be of degree at most 2. Consequently

(3.15) dR(v;h) = Qa + g',

where the error f satisfies eo(f) < a - 1 . Let Qx=Q-dR. Then dQx = 7^

and <tf((?i) < a . This contradicts the minimality of co(Q).   □

We drop the auxiliary parameters v henceforth; they were only required for
the proof of Lemma 3.2 where we froze and then unfroze the 0 and 1 jets of h .

We continue with another technical lemma. Let |fl*xl be the standard measure

on the torus.
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Lemma 3.3. Let P £stfm,m,m with P(h) = P(S?2h, ..., S?mh). Assume that

f   P(h)\dx\ = 0   \/h e C°°(Tm).
JTm

Then there exists Q £^4,m-i,m-X with Q(h) = Q(S?2h, ... , 5?mh) so that

P-8Q = R(5fi2h).

Proof. Let the length 1(A) of a monomial A be the degree of A as a polynomial
in h and its derivatives. This means that

(3.16) A(sh, s&h,..., sS>Th) = s'^A(h ,&h,..., S?rh).

We decompose £fm,n,P — @f&m,n,P where the monomials of any polynomial

in ^np are all of length /. We use (3.16) to see that

(3-17) d--J*m,n,p->J>C,«+l,p+l-

Consequently exterior differentiation preserves this grading. We decompose

(3.18) P = Pi+- + Pv   where PiesC,m,m-

Since each Pi satisfies the conditions of the lemma separately, we may assume

without loss of generality that P = Pi henceforth.
Let \p(A, v) be the number of variables with exactly v derivatives which

appear in A when counted with multiplicity. In other words

A(h,...,S"-lh,sS~h,S"+lh,...)

= s^A^A(h,...,3fiv-xh,Sevh,...).

Let A be homogeneous of order n in the derivatives of the metric. Then

,-2m l(A) = W(A,0) + ip(A,l) + --- ,
[ '    ' n = y/(A, l) + 2y/(A,2) + --- .

Let P satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma and let A be a monomial of P.

Then only jets of order at least 2 appear in A and A is homogeneous of order

m in the derivatives of the metric. Thus

m = y/(A, 2) • 2 + y/(A, 3) • 3 + ■ ■ ■ + y/(A, m) • m

(3.21) = 21(A) + y/(A, 3) + xp(A, 4) ■ 2 + ■ ■ ■ + y/(A, m) • (m - 2)

= 21(A) + co(A).

This shows that

(3.22) co(A) = w-2/

for every monomial A of P. If 2/ = m, then a>(A) = 0 so that A only

involves the 2-jets of h ; the lemma follows. We therefore assume 21 < m so

that co(A) > 0 for every monomial A of P.

We apply Lemma 3.2 to choose Qd srfm,m-\,m-\ so that dQ = P and so

that

(3.23) co(Q)<co(P)-l.

We may assume without loss of generality that Q £ ^ m_1 m_l. Let A he a

monomial of Q. Then

(3 24)      m-^=0'W(A,0) + l-w(A,l) + 2.ip(A,2) + 3->p(A,3) + ---

1 '    ' <2l + y/(A,3) + 2-y/(A,4) + --- = 2l + co(A).
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Consequently, 03(A) >m-2l-l= co(P)- 1 . Since 03(A) < co(P)- 1, equality
holds in (3.24). This shows that

(3.25) y/(A,0) = y/(A,l) = 0.   □

We use Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 to complete the proof of Lemma 3.1. Let the

length J2?(A) of a monomial A(V, F(1), ... , V^) be the degree of A as a
polynomial in the tensor V and its symmetrized covariant derivatives. This
defines a grading

(3.26) ^m,n,p = Vl7     "I>n>P '      fl*ym,n,j>=  \JJ ^m,n+l ,p+\-

Let P £ 3°m _0, m for 3 < m . Assume that

(3.27) /   P(g)\dvg\ = 0   Vge^.
Jjm

Decompose P = Pq + Pi-\— , where Pv £ 9°^ 0 m . Choose Jz* minimal with

7>^0 and let S?(P) = -S*. Choose Q £ &m,\,m-\ so that 3?(P - SQ)
is maximal; we replace P by P - SQ to simplify the notation involved. If

2J? = m, then P = P(Vy) so we assume that 2Jz? < 777. Thus P involves

some variable of order at least 3.
Let f denote a generic polynomial which is the sum of monomials of lengths

greater than Sf. Choose a local conformal coordinate system so that g =
e2h dxodx. Then

(3.28) Vh...iv=e-vhdh---divh + %.

Let • be the Hodge operator, and let ax be the standard volume form on Rm .
We dualize to expand

(3.29) *P(h) = {P&{S*2h, ̂ h ,...) + %}dx.

The crucial point is that the factors of e~h have disappeared when we applied

the Hodge operator so that *P(h) is polynomial. By replacing h by sh, we

see that

0= f   *P(sh)
(3.30) Jt"

= s*       P^(S^2h,^3h,...)\dx\ + 0(s^+i).
JTm

Consequently

(3.31) /   P<?(S'2h,&3h,...)dx = 0   Vh£C°°(Tm).
JTm

We may therefore apply Lemma 3.3 to find a polynomial Q(S*2h, S^3h, ...)
so that

(3.32) dQ(^2h,...) = P^(^2h,...).

We now replace S*2h by Vy , J^/z by Vijk , and so forth to see that

(3.33) dQ(Vy ,Vyk,...) = P<?(Vy ,Vyk,...) + %.
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Dually, this yields the formula

(3.34) P-S(*Q(Vy,Vijk,...)) = §r.

The polynomial *Q need not be invariant. However, we may integrate over
the structure group O(m) to create Q satisfying (3.34) which is O(m) invari-
ant. Since Sf(%) > £?, this contradicts the choice of P and completes the

proof of Lemma 3.1.   □

4. Invariants in the 2-jets of the metric

Let

(4 n 3T:=\P£ &m,o,m : J/(g)\dvg\ = 0 Vg e f} ,

<&:={Pe&m,0,m:P = P(Vy)}.

We have reduced the proof of Theorem 0.2 to the following technical result.

Lemma 4.1. Let P £ X n<^2 ■ Then P = cEm .

Proof. Since Em £ X n &2, it suffices to show that dim(^ n 3S2) < 1. Let
1 < 5 < oo and s = (si, s2,...). We define:

U2) Ps:=Tr(V°) = VilhVhh..-Vish,

"'' \s\:=sx+2s2 + --- ,    and   P? := Pf* If ■ ■ ■.

TV is a polynomial which is of order 2\s\ in the jets of the metric; Px is a
positive multiple of the scalar curvature x. The discussion of §2 shows that

{Ps}\s\=m is a basis for 382. Expand PeJinJ in the form

(4.3) P= Y,c(P;,P)-Ps;
\s\=m

the linear functions ^(7^, P) are the dual coordinates on 3§2. We will show
that c(P(h, P) = 0 and P £ 3§2 CiJ? implies P = 0; thus the linear functional

c(P™, •) separates points of 3§2 n X and consequently dim(3§2 n ^) < 1.
Let / £ C°°(Tm) have support in a small neighborhood of the basepoint

Xo £ Tm . Consider the variation

(4.4) g(e) := e^g.

Let e/(e) = e~ef, where e, is a local orthonormal frame with respect to the

metric g. We then compute that

(4.5) j- Vy(g(e)) = -f,y-2fVy.
aE e=0

We integrate by parts to define a linear map

(4.6) r-.&m.Cn-t&m.O.n

by the identity

(4-7) -£|       /   Q(ge)\dvg{e)\=  f   f-F(Q)(g)\dvg\   VQ£S*m,0,r,
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It is immediate that if P £ X, then 9~(P) = 0 and therefore

(4.8) X>(7V,7>)^(7V) = 0.
5

We introduce an equivalence relation = on &~(3&2) by ignoring monomials

which contain the expressions

(4.9) {Vykl,VUJ,Vijk},

where {i, j, k, 1} are distinct indices; thus we are only interested in monomi-

als which contain a variable of order 4 where an index repeats.

We note

(4.10) -£      Ps = -sf,klk2 Vk2ki ■ ■ ■ Vkskl - 2sfPs.
at   £=0

We will ignore the term -2sfPs since it leads to terms = 0. If 5 > 1, then

ki # k2 and

/   (l?      Ps)Pi\dvg\ = -2s f   f-(Vk2h,kiklVk2ki..-VksklPT+A)
(411) m £=0 m

= 7^T / f-(Ps-i;kkPr+Ai)
S  —   1   Jjm

where Ai = A = 0; the covariant derivatives kxk2 can only attach themselves

to either Vklki or Vklks. On the other hand, if 5 = 1, then kx = k2 and these
derivatives can attach themselves as a unit to any Vn or Vy variable. More

precisely, if <j>(v) = 2-^ , then

^"(P/)s-/i(/i-1)^'-2Pi;h^"-

-iiPli-1J2i-p2~K--pl-iPi,'~l(Pu);iiP!r:i---
(4.12) v>2

- J2 h<t>(v)p('P2h ■ ■ ■ p1;:1 (Pv-i-idPi'-'Pi'ii ■■■.
v>2

Let A = P,'1 ■ ■ • PI" ■ ■ ■ be a monomial of P. Choose A so that ix is maxi-
mal; by hypothesis iv > 0 for some v > 1 since Pxm is not a monomial of P.

Then

(4.13) A = P^-P^Z{Pv-i;iiPl'-X---

is a monomial of &(A) . Since the coefficient of A in &~(P) is zero, ^4 must

be a monomial of J?"(77) for some other monomial 77 of P. But A is created
either through the variation of a PM term for p > 1 or through the variation

of a Pi term. In the former instance, B = A. In the latter instance, P,'1+1

divides B which contradicts the maximality of A.   □
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